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researcher ruth goldman has developed a vaccine with the potential to inoculate
the world s survivors against the nanotech plague that devastated humanity but
the fractured u s government will stop at nothing to keep it for themselves
read jeff carlson s blogs and other content on the penguin community praise for
the first edition aberth wears his very considerable and up to date scholarship
lightly and his study of a series of complex and somber calamites is made
remarkably vivid barrie dobson honorary professor of history university of york
the later middle ages was a period of unparalleled chaos and misery in the form
of war famine plague and death at times it must have seemed like the end of the
world was truly at hand and yet as john aberth reveals in this lively work late
medieval europeans cultural assumptions uniquely equipped them to face up
postively to the huge problems that they faced relying on rich literary
historical and material sources the book brings this period and its beliefs and
attitudes vividly to life taking his themes from the four horsemen of the
apocalypse john aberth describes how the lives of ordinary people were
transformed by a series of crises including the great famine the black death
and the hundred years war yet he also shows how prayers chronicles poetry and
especially commemorative art reveal an optimistic people whose belief in the
apocalypse somehow gave them the ability to transcend the woes they faced on
this earth this second edition is brought fully up to date with recent
scholarship and the scope of the book is broadened to include many more
examples from mainland europe the new edition features fully revised sections
on famine war and plague as well as a new epitaph the book draws some bold new
conclusions and raises important questions which will be fascinating reading
for all students and general readers with an interest in medieval history 1666
was a watershed year for england the outbreak of the great plague the eruption
of the second dutch war and the great fire of london all struck the country in
rapid succession and with devastating repercussions shedding light on these
dramatic events historian rebecca rideal reveals an unprecedented period of
terror and triumph based on original archival research and drawing on little
known sources 1666 plague war and hellfire takes readers on a thrilling journey
through a crucial turning point in english history as seen through the eyes of
an extraordinary cast of historical characters while the central events of this
significant year were ones of devastation and defeat 1666 also offers a glimpse
of the incredible scientific and artistic progress being made at that time from
isaac newton s discovery of gravity to robert hooke s microscopic wonders it
was in this year that john milton completed paradise lost frances stewart posed
for the now iconic image of britannia and a young architect named christopher
wren proposed a plan for a new london a stone phoenix to rise from the charred
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ashes of the old city with flair and style 1666 shows a city and a country on
the cusp of modernity and a series of events that forever altered the course of
history epidemics resulting from wars is a historical and scientific work by
friedrich prinzing prinzing was a german doctor and pioneer in the field of
medical statistics here delving into the history of war related epidemics on
large scale excerpt the causes of the origin and spread of pestilences during a
war are clear every aggregation of people even in times of peace at
celebrations and annual fairs in barracks and so forth is necessarily exposed
to the danger of pestilence but this danger is ten times as great in large
assemblages of troops during a war the soldiers are then subjected to all
possible kinds of hardship and suffering lack of food or food which is inferior
and badly cooked sleeping out in the cold and rain fatiguing marches constant
excitement and homesickness and all these things greatly lessen their power of
resistance when large bodies of troops are obliged to remain in one and the
same place for a considerable length of time the additional difficulty presents
itself of keeping the locality unpolluted by the excrement of men and animals
and by refuse of all kinds if an infectious disease reveals its presence in
such an aggregation of people energetic and stringent measures must be adopted
even in times of peace to prevent it from spreading in war times it is often
impossible to take the necessary precautions since the attention of the
commanders is directed toward very definite objects to which all other
considerations are subordinate whether the germ of the disease is already in
the place or whether the soldiers bring it with them in either case there is
danger that the fighting armies will cause the disease to spread over the
entire scene of the war and thus seriously endanger thousands of human lives a
major new history of the violent protracted conflict between ancient athens and
sparta in souls under siege nicole archambeau explores how the inhabitants of
southern france made sense of the ravages of successive waves of plague the
depredations of mercenary warfare and the violence of royal succession during
the fourteenth century many people she finds understood both plague and war as
the symptoms of spiritual sicknesses caused by excessive sin and they sought
cures in confession archambeau draws on a rich evidentiary base of 68 narrative
testimonials from the canonization inquest for countess delphine de puimichel
which was held in the market town of apt in 1363 each witness in the
proceedings had lived through the outbreaks of plague in 1348 and 1361 as well
as the violence inflicted by mercenaries unleashed by truces in the hundred
years war consequently their testimonies unexpectedly reveal the importance of
faith and the role of affect in the healing of body and soul alike faced with
an unprecedented cascade of crises the inhabitants of provence relied on saints
and healers their worldview connecting earthly disease and disaster to the
struggle for their eternal souls souls under siege illustrates how medieval
people approached sickness and uncertainty by using a variety of remedies
making clear that healing had multiple overlapping meanings in this historical
moment this history of mankind s battles against infectious diseases looks at
how epidemics shaped empires and economies and how medical revolutions freed us
from these cycles until new threats arose caused by changes in global trade and
climate book zero of the plague wars series when veteran combat lifesaver
daniel markis finds a mystery woman with armed invaders in his home and it all
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goes sideways he turns to his brothers in arms to fight back on the run from
the shadowy company soon he finds himself in a war for possession of a genetic
engineering puzzle that threatens the stability of the world but who is behind
it all and are they even human the eden plague is a futuristic thriller that
will grip the imagination of readers who relish high energy adventure no
zombies were harmed in the making of this book in fact no zombies appear
anywhere in this book seriously it s not a zombie book the plague wars
apocalyptic thriller series begins in the world of today with a man and a woman
twined together by circumstances destined to change the world it leads readers
into an ever darkening future of upheaval struggle and war marked by the depths
of evil and the heights of selfless sacrifice plagues new technologies and
extraterrestrial meddling provide the backdrop for heroes and villains to
struggle for control of the destiny of humanity the plague wars series is
suitable for adults and older teens and generally corresponds to a pg 13 movie
rating due to strong language violence and mature themes the books in the
plague wars series plague wars decade one the eden plague reaper s run skull s
shadows eden s exodus apocalypse austin nearest night plague wars alien
invasion the demon plagues the reaper plague the orion plague cyborg strike
comes the destroyer forge and steel plague wars stellar conquest first conquest
desolator conquest tactics of conquest conquest of earth conquest and empire
keywords free ebook thriller science fiction thriller science fiction genetic
engineering fiction science fiction series apocalyptic military science fiction
virus plague alien contact free military science fiction free military
thrillers dystopian series post apocalyptic science fiction medical thriller
biological thriller quantico marine base virginia washington d c fbi one
hundred years ago in september 1918 three things came to boston war plague and
the world series this is the unimaginable story of that late summer month in
which a division of massachusetts militia volunteers led the first unified
american fighting force into battle in france turning the tide of world war i
meanwhile the world s deadliest pandemic the spanish flu erupted in boston and
its suburbs bringing death on a terrifying scale first to military facilities
and then to the civilian population at precisely the same time in a baseball
season cut short on the homefront and amidst the surrounding ravages of death a
young pitcher named babe ruth rallied the sport s most dominant team the boston
red sox to a world series victory the last world series victory the sox would
see for 86 years in september 1918 war plague and the world series the riveting
intertwined stories of this remarkable month introduce readers to a richly
diverse cast of characters david putnam a boston teenager and america s world
war i flying ace a transcendent babe ruth and his teammates battling greedy
owners and a hostile public entire families from all social strata devastated
by sudden and horrifying influenza death unknown political functionary calvin
coolidge thrust into managing the country s first great public health crisis by
an absentee governor and new england s soldiers enduring trench warfare and
poisonous gas to drive back german forces at the same time other stories were
also unfolding cambridge high school football star charlie crowley a college
freshman teamed up with stars curly lambeau and george gipp under a first time
coach named knute rockne boston suffrage leader maud wood park was fighting for
women s right to vote even as they flexed their developing political muscle
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poet e e cummings an army private found himself stationed at the center of a
biological storm and massachusetts senator henry cabot lodge maneuvered as the
constant rival of a sitting wartime president in the tradition of erick larsen
s bestselling devil in the white city september 1918 is a haunting three
dimensional recreation of a moment in history almost too cinematic to be real
based on the author s research into biological warfare and the threat it poses
to the modern world features the men behind iraq s plan to gain plague war
superiority how the pentagon planners have already war gamed the west s
response to the first full plague war attack and the japanese cult terrorists
who plan to spread biological terror the year is 2024 three gangs the flames
the stones and the corpses run the small city of harrisville from below they re
quiet but planning while from above a big business dubbed rugby s revolution
rules everything it s all in order people are under control by their own
desires in the sewers beneath their feet a different kind of vermin scurries
around they were born from their mother s tattered womb exploding into the
night in a bloody vengeance against the meat sacks known as humans now emerging
from the damp darkness the rats are picking off the citizens of harrisville the
small populated city will be overrun in the matter of a few days hovercrafts
will be attacked in mid air bodies fall to their demise in heaps of death and
dismemberment and an all out street war is to be waged control will be no more
as harrisville plunges into total chaos only one will end will it be the new
street war or the rattack tsunamis earthquakes floods bird flu international
terrorism the world seems to get more dangerous by the day or does it john
withington s disturbing yet fascinating new book describes the worst things
that have happened on earth from the dawn of man to the present day part one
chronicles all the major natural calamities floods and earthquakes volcanic
eruptions hurricanes and typhoons plague and famine part two describes in
compelling detail the greatest man made disasters war and invasion air raids
massacres riots and terrorism fires and explosions shipwrecks and air and train
crashes john withington takes the reader on an epic journey through the annals
of the nastiest things to have afflicted mankind out of all this horror he has
somehow fashioned a compulsively readble and entertaining book for many years
after world war ii the activities of dr shiro ishii and his unit 731 were
shrouded in secrecy only recently has more evidence been revealed about the
extensive bacteriologic and chemical warfare research carried out in harbin
china under dr ishii s direction this historical novel relates how the results
of that horrific research might have altered the outcome of the war these are
four separate works that tries to look at war two fictional stories one true
story and one essay many people suffer some die in war the victims are innocent
citizens some infants children and the elderly also soldiers no one is immune
from the consequences of war all wars have unforeseen consequences the flags of
war that are flown have no souls president george washington wrote my first
wish is to see this plague to mankind war banished from the earth from 1932 to
1945 in a race to develop germ warfare capability for the imperial japanese
military thousands of japanese doctors nurses and scientists willingly took
part in what was known at the time as the secret of secrets horrifying
experiments on innocent chinese men women and children as well as experiments
on american prisoners of war an elite group known as unit 731 led by dr shiro
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ishii japan s answer to joseph mengele infected thousands of prisoners with
virulent strains of typhoid plague cholera and other epidemic diseases germ
warfare campaigns were launched against china cities and towns were hit with
biological bombs yet after the war general douglas macarthur struck a deal with
these doctors shielding them from accountability for their crimes provocative
compelling and alarming a plague upon humanity exposes one of the most shameful
chapters in human history the story of japan s deadly biological warfare
programme and how it was hidden from the history of world war two excerpt from
a treatise on the plague and yellow fever with an appendix containing histories
of the plague at athens in the time of the peloponnesian war at constantinople
in the time of justinian at london in 1665 at marseilles in 1720 c let every
one phyficran or not freely declare his own fentimcnts about it 3 jet him amgu
any credible account of its rife or the caules firong enough in his opinion to
introduce 0 terrible at fcene about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com
this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving
the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in
rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page
may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left
to preserve the state of such historical works down the ages war epidemics have
decimated the fighting strength of armies caused the suspension and
cancellation of military operations and have brought havoc to the civil
populations of belligerent and non belligerent states alike this book examines
the historical occurrence and geographical spread of infectious diseases in
association with past wars it addresses an intrinsically geographical question
how are the spatial dynamics of epidemics influenced by military operations and
the directives of war the term historical geography in the title indicates the
authors primary concern with qualitative analyses of archival source materials
over a 150 year time period from 1850 and this is combined with quantitative
analyses less frequently associated with historical studies written from the
viewpoints of historical geography epidemiology and spatial analysis this book
examines in four parts the historical occurrence and geographical spread of
infectious diseases in association with wars part i war and disease surveys war
disease associations from early times to 1850 part ii temporal trends studies
time trends since 1850 part iii a regional pattern of war epidemics examines
grand themes in the war disease complex part iv prospects considers a series of
war related issues of epidemiological significance in the twenty first century
1666 was a watershed year for england an outbreak of the great plague the
eruption of the second dutch war and the devastating great fire of london all
struck the country in rapid succession and with devastating repercussions
shedding light on these dramatic events and their context historian rebecca
rideal reveals an unprecedented period of terror and triumph based in original
archival research drawing on little known sources 1666 opens with the fiery
destruction of london before taking readers on a thrilling journey through a
crucial turning point in english history as seen through the eyes of an
extraordinary cast of historical characters while the central events of this
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significant year were ones of devastation and defeat 1666 also offers a glimpse
of the incredible scientific and artistic progress being made at that time from
isaac newton s discovery of gravity to the establishment of the london gazette
it was in this year that john milton completed paradise lost frances stewart
posed for the iconic image of britannia and a young architect named christopher
wren proposed a plan for a new london a stone phoenix to rise from the charred
ashes of the old city with flair and style 1666 exposes readers to a city and a
country on the cusp of modernity and a series of events that altered the course
of history one by one the forests are disappearing the lands are being over
farmed and the creatures that inhabit them hunted to extinction even the
emerald sea is beginning to fall short of supplying what is needed to fuel the
civilization of men as a result the elders of the elven kingdom of asundar have
decided to order that the kings of men cull their populations or prepare for
war kahyin the likely heir to the throne of asundar believes that it is far too
late to issue such a threat in a matter of a few centuries the humans have
transitioned from barbarians capable of only the most basic ironmongery to
having the largest armies and the grandest castles kahyin fears that the elders
and his king greatly underestimate the humans and may very well be leading his
kind into a war that cannot be won meanwhile an ancient evil has silently
resurfaced from beneath the charred mountains of the north aiming to spread war
and chaos to every kingdom veils of calculated deceit will be torn away to
reveal a hidden history realities will be shaken and faiths will be left
utterly destroyed nothing is as it seems 18 violence gore language sexual
situations sample chapter and cover from book 2 included this book shows how
bubonic plague and smallpox helped end the hittite empire the bronze age in the
near east and later the carthaginian empire the book will examine all the
possible infectious diseases present in ancient times and show that life was a
daily struggle for survival either avoiding or fighting against these
infectious disease epidemics the book will argue that infectious disease
epidemics are a critical link in the chain of causation for the demise of most
civilizations in the ancient world and that ancient historians should no longer
ignore them as is currently the case in an emergency department doctor harry
fails to resuscitate a young woman suffering from an infected bite wound while
her body awaits transfer to the morgue harry is stunned to witness the corpse
lurch off the bed and attack his staff it s not an isolated incident lysan
plague has crossed the species divide from bat to human and mutated with
devastating effect burning across the country in a tide of bloody violence it
overwhelms an unprepared police force and government bite victims re animate as
plague carriers creatures lost to conscious thought consumed by rage and an
urge to feed on the non infected no one is safe in the apocalypse and only
those who are willing to fight will survive harry forms an alliance with
several other survivors but will it be enough for them to hold out until the
army regroups to fight back how britain has been bloodied but remained unbowed
through a whole range of natural and man made disasters hope is battered but
not lost after jumping the species divide from bat to human lysan plague has
torn across mainland australia in an orgy of bloody violence decimating the
population and smashing an unprepared army onto the back foot off the coast of
victoria a mission to capture queenscliff fort and regain a military foothold
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on the mainland is about to launch mark is a soldier in the first landing party
erin awaits evacuation from king island to tasmania however her safety is far
from assured while storm winds drive a plague riddled ship in their direction a
sadistic guard begins to target women within the camp the time for retreat is
over neither mark or erin will back down from the coming fight but when faced
with monsters both human and undead will determination be enough for them to
survive admiral beijing york and his cyborg soldiers have been busy rescuing
refugees since humanity registered as sentient their latest mission takes them
deep into hostile territory to surlat home of the plague that nearly wiped out
all life in the galaxy their mission of mercy quickly turns into one of
survival for a dark secret will be revealed igniting a war can bei save his
wife and syn en family or will they become the first casualties this is a
lively popular history that introduces a new hypothesis about the impetus
behind the cultural change in renaissance italy plague and pleasure uses the
life and times of pope pius ii as the framework for presenting a view of the
renaissance that the public can understand and appreciate and which may at
least narrow the gap between the past known to scholars and that known to the
public they ultimately serve only a hero who has fallen knows the strength
required to rise again his love dead his people dying a massive army marching
on the land he once called home drayvus varden banished elven knight turned
infamous rogue is a beaten man as he drinks himself to death in the overcrowded
refugee camp at gate town he meets former partner degan trailsop the half
grumach warrior and the sword wielding sister of a former lover lewahna
bladelock together they travel north through an oncoming army through the
deadly lands of the plainsmen facing old enemies and making new unsteady
alliances all with one goal the death of fayer the gray leader of the northern
army the plague seed has been planted now fayer begins to reap what he has sewn
bringing with him the plague war like dr frankenstein s invented creature the
larger than life flesh and blood characters of london bridge in plague and
fireare made from pieces of the dead past that are forged in the consciousness
of an historian himself a creation of history and of david madden s literary
magic struck by the lightning bolt of the co joined imaginations of madden and
his reader the fabricated beings rise up and walk on london bridge and they
have the audacity to speak for themselves in completely convincing and haunting
voices allen wier author of tehano for more than two thousand years old london
bridge evolved through many fragile wooden forms until it became the first
bridge built of stone since the roman invaders with over two hundred houses and
shops built directly upon the bridge it was a wonder of the world until it was
dismantled in 1832 in this stunningly original novel old london bridge is as
much a living breathing character as its architect the priest peter de
colechurch who began work on it in 1176 partly to honor archbishop thomas à
becket murdered in canterbury cathedral in 1665 the year of the great plague
peter s history is unknown but daryl braintree a young poet living on the
bridge resurrects him through inspired flights of imagination as daryl
chronicles the history of the bridge and composes poems about it he reads his
work to his witty mistress who prefers making love among other key characters
is lucien redd who as a boy was sexually brutalized by both puritans and
cavaliers during the english civil war before being kidnapped off london bridge
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onto a merchant ship thus traumatized he aspires to become lucifer s most evil
disciple twenty years later young morgan wood is forced into seafaring service
to pay off his father s debts and compelled by obsessive nostalgia for his
early life on the bridge he keeps a journal joining morgan aboard ship lucien
befriends him to devastating effect the shops and houses on the bridge survive
both the great plague and great fire believed to be god s wrath upon sinful
london fearing that god may next destroy the bridge and its eight hundred
denizens seven of its merchant leaders revert to a pagan appeasement ritual by
selecting one of their virgin daughters for sacrifice to enact their plan they
hire lucien who has returned to the bridge to burn it out of pure meanness but
as lucien discovers the chosen victim may be more lucifer s favorite than he is
like his creation daryl braintree david madden employs diverse innovative ways
to tell this complex often shocking but also lyrical story the author of ten
novels including the suicide s wife bijou and most recently abducted by
circumstance and sharpshooter madden has with london bridge in plague and fire
given us the most ambitious and imaginative work of his distinguished career
from furness to liverpool and from the wyre estuary to manchester and
warrington civil war actions battles sieges and skirmishes took place in
virtually every corner of lancashire presenting the history of the lancashire
civil wars this work explains the events which our ancestors witnessed in the
cause either of king or parliament the ultimate battle for humanity and freedom
begins and ends right here on one side the ravenous unending and undead hordes
of the infected insanely fast blue zombies who can think heal and even
reproduce on the other the vicious hyper violent and desperate remains of the u
s government obsessed with destruction of the real america only bruce and his
brave clan of battle hardened warriors will stand and fight for the future but
there is hope bruce and his clan have gathered an awesome array of weaponry on
the ground and in the air they commandeered most of the country s satellite
assets and they have a bold plan for wiping out the traitorous presidential
forces what s more they have an advantage that the corrupt potus doesn t even
suspect a man on the inside who s willing to risk everything to save the lives
of the troops nothing less than the future of the human race is at stake and
bruce is ready for the fight it s high tech military action and zombie madness
in a wide ranging post apocalyptic vision that will thrill and inspire you and
for many of your favorite characters it comes to a head and ends right here the
ultimate war at the end of the world is finally here don t miss the other
volumes of the blue plague series available now in this volume 12 scholars from
various disciplines have produced a comprehensive account of the pandemic s
origins spread and mortality as well as its economic social political and
religious effects it s definitely heating up the race to take as much territory
from the blues as possible is underway in the only way the relentless clan does
it judiciously and without apology join in the thrilling trip to mexico in this
latest installment of blue plague the war years grab your tequila and lime
bruce and the kids are heading south praise for the previous edition the
entries provide vivid historical detail no other work approaches this topic in
such a brief encyclopedic manner a useful addition to any academic reference
collection choice a useful resource for high school and public libraries
booklist does an excellent job a conscious effort to put a human perspective on
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pestilence given the climate of the times and the concerns about bioterrorism
this title would be useful for a variety of subject areas recommended the book
report tracing the history of infectious diseases from the philistine plague of
11th century bce to the covid 19 pandemic encyclopedia of plague and pestilence
fourth edition is a comprehensive a to z reference offering international
coverage of this timely and fascinating subject this updated volume provides
concise descriptions of more than 740 epidemics listed alphabetically by
location of the outbreak each detailed entry includes when and where a
particular epidemic began how and why it happened who it affected how it spread
and ran its course and its outcome and significance full color and black and
white photographs maps appendixes a bibliography and a chronology are also
included new and updated coverage includes cholera cocoliztli covid 19 ebola
h1n1 hepatitis a hiv aids legionnaires disease malaria mers rift valley fever
typhoid yellow fever zika in the 1300s a third of the population of europe died
of plague carried by rat borne fleas shocking the medieval world to its
foundations very rarely award winning author charles l mee jr writes in this
short form book does a single event change history by itself yet an event of
the magnitude of the black death could not fail to have had an enormous impact
here in this short form book is the counterintuitive story of the plague and
how despite the horrible suffering it created it actually opened people s minds
to the possibilities of science and human creativity for centuries recurrent
plague outbreaks took a grim toll on populations across europe and asia while
medical interventions and treatments did not change significantly from the
fourteenth century to the eighteenth century understandings of where and how
plague originated did through an innovative reading of medical advice
literature produced in england and france patterns of plague explores these
changing perceptions across four centuries when plague appeared in the
mediterranean region in 1348 physicians believed the epidemic s timing and
spread could be explained logically and the disease could be successfully
treated this confidence resulted in the widespread and long term circulation of
plague tracts which described the causes and signs of the disease offered
advice for preventing infection and recommended therapies in a largely
consistent style what where and especially who was blamed for plague outbreaks
changed considerably however as political religious economic intellectual
medical and even publication circumstances evolved patterns of plague sheds
light on what was consistent about plague thinking and what was idiosyncratic
to particular places and times revealing the many factors that influence how
people understand and respond to epidemic disease this book focuses on the
connection between vigilance and the plague in france throughout the 17th and
18th centuries for more than three centuries between the middle of the 14th
century up until circa 1670 the prevalence of the plague in france was said to
be endemic before it then vanished from french territory the great plague of
marseille 1720 1722 which also impacted the rest of provence the county of
venaissin and languedoc proved to be an exception during that period the fight
against the plague was deemed a top priority along the french coast and health
institutions called bureaux de la santé were developed contributions to this
book primarily focus on health vigilance from the standpoint of how to prevent
an epidemic and how to respond to a declared epidemic among the salient themes
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addressed are communications between health and different state actors
prevailing religious and political norms and the popular participation in the
fight against the plague the use of the concept of vigilance enables the
mobilisation of often rather distant branches of history namely institutional
social religious history the history of communication and the history of public
health a fascinating account of the phenomenon known as the black death this
volume offers a wealth of documentary material focused on the initial outbreak
of the plague that ravaged the world in the 14th century a comprehensive
introduction that provides important background on the origins and spread of
the plague is followed by nearly 50 documents organized into topical sections
that focus on the origin and spread of the illness the responses of medical
practitioners the societal and economic impact religious responses the
flagellant movement and attacks on jews provoked by the plague and the artistic
response each chapter has an introduction that summarizes the issues explored
in the documents headnotes to the documents provide additional background
material the book contains documents from many countries including muslim and
byzantine sources to give students a variety of perspectives on this
devastating illness and its consequences the volume also includes illustrations
a chronology of the black death and questions to consider
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Plague War 2008-07-29 researcher ruth goldman has developed a vaccine with the
potential to inoculate the world s survivors against the nanotech plague that
devastated humanity but the fractured u s government will stop at nothing to
keep it for themselves read jeff carlson s blogs and other content on the
penguin community
From the Brink of the Apocalypse 2013-09-13 praise for the first edition aberth
wears his very considerable and up to date scholarship lightly and his study of
a series of complex and somber calamites is made remarkably vivid barrie dobson
honorary professor of history university of york the later middle ages was a
period of unparalleled chaos and misery in the form of war famine plague and
death at times it must have seemed like the end of the world was truly at hand
and yet as john aberth reveals in this lively work late medieval europeans
cultural assumptions uniquely equipped them to face up postively to the huge
problems that they faced relying on rich literary historical and material
sources the book brings this period and its beliefs and attitudes vividly to
life taking his themes from the four horsemen of the apocalypse john aberth
describes how the lives of ordinary people were transformed by a series of
crises including the great famine the black death and the hundred years war yet
he also shows how prayers chronicles poetry and especially commemorative art
reveal an optimistic people whose belief in the apocalypse somehow gave them
the ability to transcend the woes they faced on this earth this second edition
is brought fully up to date with recent scholarship and the scope of the book
is broadened to include many more examples from mainland europe the new edition
features fully revised sections on famine war and plague as well as a new
epitaph the book draws some bold new conclusions and raises important questions
which will be fascinating reading for all students and general readers with an
interest in medieval history
1666 2016-08-25 1666 was a watershed year for england the outbreak of the great
plague the eruption of the second dutch war and the great fire of london all
struck the country in rapid succession and with devastating repercussions
shedding light on these dramatic events historian rebecca rideal reveals an
unprecedented period of terror and triumph based on original archival research
and drawing on little known sources 1666 plague war and hellfire takes readers
on a thrilling journey through a crucial turning point in english history as
seen through the eyes of an extraordinary cast of historical characters while
the central events of this significant year were ones of devastation and defeat
1666 also offers a glimpse of the incredible scientific and artistic progress
being made at that time from isaac newton s discovery of gravity to robert
hooke s microscopic wonders it was in this year that john milton completed
paradise lost frances stewart posed for the now iconic image of britannia and a
young architect named christopher wren proposed a plan for a new london a stone
phoenix to rise from the charred ashes of the old city with flair and style
1666 shows a city and a country on the cusp of modernity and a series of events
that forever altered the course of history
Epidemics Resulting from Wars 2019-11-29 epidemics resulting from wars is a
historical and scientific work by friedrich prinzing prinzing was a german
doctor and pioneer in the field of medical statistics here delving into the
history of war related epidemics on large scale excerpt the causes of the
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origin and spread of pestilences during a war are clear every aggregation of
people even in times of peace at celebrations and annual fairs in barracks and
so forth is necessarily exposed to the danger of pestilence but this danger is
ten times as great in large assemblages of troops during a war the soldiers are
then subjected to all possible kinds of hardship and suffering lack of food or
food which is inferior and badly cooked sleeping out in the cold and rain
fatiguing marches constant excitement and homesickness and all these things
greatly lessen their power of resistance when large bodies of troops are
obliged to remain in one and the same place for a considerable length of time
the additional difficulty presents itself of keeping the locality unpolluted by
the excrement of men and animals and by refuse of all kinds if an infectious
disease reveals its presence in such an aggregation of people energetic and
stringent measures must be adopted even in times of peace to prevent it from
spreading in war times it is often impossible to take the necessary precautions
since the attention of the commanders is directed toward very definite objects
to which all other considerations are subordinate whether the germ of the
disease is already in the place or whether the soldiers bring it with them in
either case there is danger that the fighting armies will cause the disease to
spread over the entire scene of the war and thus seriously endanger thousands
of human lives
The Plague of War 2017 a major new history of the violent protracted conflict
between ancient athens and sparta
Souls Under Siege 2021 in souls under siege nicole archambeau explores how the
inhabitants of southern france made sense of the ravages of successive waves of
plague the depredations of mercenary warfare and the violence of royal
succession during the fourteenth century many people she finds understood both
plague and war as the symptoms of spiritual sicknesses caused by excessive sin
and they sought cures in confession archambeau draws on a rich evidentiary base
of 68 narrative testimonials from the canonization inquest for countess
delphine de puimichel which was held in the market town of apt in 1363 each
witness in the proceedings had lived through the outbreaks of plague in 1348
and 1361 as well as the violence inflicted by mercenaries unleashed by truces
in the hundred years war consequently their testimonies unexpectedly reveal the
importance of faith and the role of affect in the healing of body and soul
alike faced with an unprecedented cascade of crises the inhabitants of provence
relied on saints and healers their worldview connecting earthly disease and
disaster to the struggle for their eternal souls souls under siege illustrates
how medieval people approached sickness and uncertainty by using a variety of
remedies making clear that healing had multiple overlapping meanings in this
historical moment
A Treatise on the Plague and Yellow Fever 1799 this history of mankind s
battles against infectious diseases looks at how epidemics shaped empires and
economies and how medical revolutions freed us from these cycles until new
threats arose caused by changes in global trade and climate
The Plague Cycle 2021-10-12 book zero of the plague wars series when veteran
combat lifesaver daniel markis finds a mystery woman with armed invaders in his
home and it all goes sideways he turns to his brothers in arms to fight back on
the run from the shadowy company soon he finds himself in a war for possession
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of a genetic engineering puzzle that threatens the stability of the world but
who is behind it all and are they even human the eden plague is a futuristic
thriller that will grip the imagination of readers who relish high energy
adventure no zombies were harmed in the making of this book in fact no zombies
appear anywhere in this book seriously it s not a zombie book the plague wars
apocalyptic thriller series begins in the world of today with a man and a woman
twined together by circumstances destined to change the world it leads readers
into an ever darkening future of upheaval struggle and war marked by the depths
of evil and the heights of selfless sacrifice plagues new technologies and
extraterrestrial meddling provide the backdrop for heroes and villains to
struggle for control of the destiny of humanity the plague wars series is
suitable for adults and older teens and generally corresponds to a pg 13 movie
rating due to strong language violence and mature themes the books in the
plague wars series plague wars decade one the eden plague reaper s run skull s
shadows eden s exodus apocalypse austin nearest night plague wars alien
invasion the demon plagues the reaper plague the orion plague cyborg strike
comes the destroyer forge and steel plague wars stellar conquest first conquest
desolator conquest tactics of conquest conquest of earth conquest and empire
keywords free ebook thriller science fiction thriller science fiction genetic
engineering fiction science fiction series apocalyptic military science fiction
virus plague alien contact free military science fiction free military
thrillers dystopian series post apocalyptic science fiction medical thriller
biological thriller quantico marine base virginia washington d c fbi
The Eden Plague 101-01-01 one hundred years ago in september 1918 three things
came to boston war plague and the world series this is the unimaginable story
of that late summer month in which a division of massachusetts militia
volunteers led the first unified american fighting force into battle in france
turning the tide of world war i meanwhile the world s deadliest pandemic the
spanish flu erupted in boston and its suburbs bringing death on a terrifying
scale first to military facilities and then to the civilian population at
precisely the same time in a baseball season cut short on the homefront and
amidst the surrounding ravages of death a young pitcher named babe ruth rallied
the sport s most dominant team the boston red sox to a world series victory the
last world series victory the sox would see for 86 years in september 1918 war
plague and the world series the riveting intertwined stories of this remarkable
month introduce readers to a richly diverse cast of characters david putnam a
boston teenager and america s world war i flying ace a transcendent babe ruth
and his teammates battling greedy owners and a hostile public entire families
from all social strata devastated by sudden and horrifying influenza death
unknown political functionary calvin coolidge thrust into managing the country
s first great public health crisis by an absentee governor and new england s
soldiers enduring trench warfare and poisonous gas to drive back german forces
at the same time other stories were also unfolding cambridge high school
football star charlie crowley a college freshman teamed up with stars curly
lambeau and george gipp under a first time coach named knute rockne boston
suffrage leader maud wood park was fighting for women s right to vote even as
they flexed their developing political muscle poet e e cummings an army private
found himself stationed at the center of a biological storm and massachusetts
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senator henry cabot lodge maneuvered as the constant rival of a sitting wartime
president in the tradition of erick larsen s bestselling devil in the white
city september 1918 is a haunting three dimensional recreation of a moment in
history almost too cinematic to be real
September 1918 2018-08-28 based on the author s research into biological
warfare and the threat it poses to the modern world features the men behind
iraq s plan to gain plague war superiority how the pentagon planners have
already war gamed the west s response to the first full plague war attack and
the japanese cult terrorists who plan to spread biological terror
Plague Wars 2000 the year is 2024 three gangs the flames the stones and the
corpses run the small city of harrisville from below they re quiet but planning
while from above a big business dubbed rugby s revolution rules everything it s
all in order people are under control by their own desires in the sewers
beneath their feet a different kind of vermin scurries around they were born
from their mother s tattered womb exploding into the night in a bloody
vengeance against the meat sacks known as humans now emerging from the damp
darkness the rats are picking off the citizens of harrisville the small
populated city will be overrun in the matter of a few days hovercrafts will be
attacked in mid air bodies fall to their demise in heaps of death and
dismemberment and an all out street war is to be waged control will be no more
as harrisville plunges into total chaos only one will end will it be the new
street war or the rattack
Rattack 2021-05-12 tsunamis earthquakes floods bird flu international terrorism
the world seems to get more dangerous by the day or does it john withington s
disturbing yet fascinating new book describes the worst things that have
happened on earth from the dawn of man to the present day part one chronicles
all the major natural calamities floods and earthquakes volcanic eruptions
hurricanes and typhoons plague and famine part two describes in compelling
detail the greatest man made disasters war and invasion air raids massacres
riots and terrorism fires and explosions shipwrecks and air and train crashes
john withington takes the reader on an epic journey through the annals of the
nastiest things to have afflicted mankind out of all this horror he has somehow
fashioned a compulsively readble and entertaining book
A Disastrous History Of The World 2010-11-04 for many years after world war ii
the activities of dr shiro ishii and his unit 731 were shrouded in secrecy only
recently has more evidence been revealed about the extensive bacteriologic and
chemical warfare research carried out in harbin china under dr ishii s
direction this historical novel relates how the results of that horrific
research might have altered the outcome of the war
Plague in the Pacific 2017-09-02 these are four separate works that tries to
look at war two fictional stories one true story and one essay many people
suffer some die in war the victims are innocent citizens some infants children
and the elderly also soldiers no one is immune from the consequences of war all
wars have unforeseen consequences the flags of war that are flown have no souls
president george washington wrote my first wish is to see this plague to
mankind war banished from the earth
WAR The Plague to Mankind 2022-05-31 from 1932 to 1945 in a race to develop
germ warfare capability for the imperial japanese military thousands of
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japanese doctors nurses and scientists willingly took part in what was known at
the time as the secret of secrets horrifying experiments on innocent chinese
men women and children as well as experiments on american prisoners of war an
elite group known as unit 731 led by dr shiro ishii japan s answer to joseph
mengele infected thousands of prisoners with virulent strains of typhoid plague
cholera and other epidemic diseases germ warfare campaigns were launched
against china cities and towns were hit with biological bombs yet after the war
general douglas macarthur struck a deal with these doctors shielding them from
accountability for their crimes provocative compelling and alarming a plague
upon humanity exposes one of the most shameful chapters in human history the
story of japan s deadly biological warfare programme and how it was hidden from
the history of world war two
A Plague Upon Humanity 2006-04 excerpt from a treatise on the plague and yellow
fever with an appendix containing histories of the plague at athens in the time
of the peloponnesian war at constantinople in the time of justinian at london
in 1665 at marseilles in 1720 c let every one phyficran or not freely declare
his own fentimcnts about it 3 jet him amgu any credible account of its rife or
the caules firong enough in his opinion to introduce 0 terrible at fcene about
the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we
do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works
A Treatise on the Plague and Yellow Fever 2016-08-31 down the ages war
epidemics have decimated the fighting strength of armies caused the suspension
and cancellation of military operations and have brought havoc to the civil
populations of belligerent and non belligerent states alike this book examines
the historical occurrence and geographical spread of infectious diseases in
association with past wars it addresses an intrinsically geographical question
how are the spatial dynamics of epidemics influenced by military operations and
the directives of war the term historical geography in the title indicates the
authors primary concern with qualitative analyses of archival source materials
over a 150 year time period from 1850 and this is combined with quantitative
analyses less frequently associated with historical studies written from the
viewpoints of historical geography epidemiology and spatial analysis this book
examines in four parts the historical occurrence and geographical spread of
infectious diseases in association with wars part i war and disease surveys war
disease associations from early times to 1850 part ii temporal trends studies
time trends since 1850 part iii a regional pattern of war epidemics examines
grand themes in the war disease complex part iv prospects considers a series of
war related issues of epidemiological significance in the twenty first century
War Epidemics 2004-06-17 1666 was a watershed year for england an outbreak of
the great plague the eruption of the second dutch war and the devastating great
fire of london all struck the country in rapid succession and with devastating
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repercussions shedding light on these dramatic events and their context
historian rebecca rideal reveals an unprecedented period of terror and triumph
based in original archival research drawing on little known sources 1666 opens
with the fiery destruction of london before taking readers on a thrilling
journey through a crucial turning point in english history as seen through the
eyes of an extraordinary cast of historical characters while the central events
of this significant year were ones of devastation and defeat 1666 also offers a
glimpse of the incredible scientific and artistic progress being made at that
time from isaac newton s discovery of gravity to the establishment of the
london gazette it was in this year that john milton completed paradise lost
frances stewart posed for the iconic image of britannia and a young architect
named christopher wren proposed a plan for a new london a stone phoenix to rise
from the charred ashes of the old city with flair and style 1666 exposes
readers to a city and a country on the cusp of modernity and a series of events
that altered the course of history
A Treatise on the Plague and Yellow Fever 2020-03-25 one by one the forests are
disappearing the lands are being over farmed and the creatures that inhabit
them hunted to extinction even the emerald sea is beginning to fall short of
supplying what is needed to fuel the civilization of men as a result the elders
of the elven kingdom of asundar have decided to order that the kings of men
cull their populations or prepare for war kahyin the likely heir to the throne
of asundar believes that it is far too late to issue such a threat in a matter
of a few centuries the humans have transitioned from barbarians capable of only
the most basic ironmongery to having the largest armies and the grandest
castles kahyin fears that the elders and his king greatly underestimate the
humans and may very well be leading his kind into a war that cannot be won
meanwhile an ancient evil has silently resurfaced from beneath the charred
mountains of the north aiming to spread war and chaos to every kingdom veils of
calculated deceit will be torn away to reveal a hidden history realities will
be shaken and faiths will be left utterly destroyed nothing is as it seems 18
violence gore language sexual situations sample chapter and cover from book 2
included
TREATISE ON THE PLAGUE & YELLO 2016-08-24 this book shows how bubonic plague
and smallpox helped end the hittite empire the bronze age in the near east and
later the carthaginian empire the book will examine all the possible infectious
diseases present in ancient times and show that life was a daily struggle for
survival either avoiding or fighting against these infectious disease epidemics
the book will argue that infectious disease epidemics are a critical link in
the chain of causation for the demise of most civilizations in the ancient
world and that ancient historians should no longer ignore them as is currently
the case
1666: Plague, War, and Hellfire 2016-10-18 in an emergency department doctor
harry fails to resuscitate a young woman suffering from an infected bite wound
while her body awaits transfer to the morgue harry is stunned to witness the
corpse lurch off the bed and attack his staff it s not an isolated incident
lysan plague has crossed the species divide from bat to human and mutated with
devastating effect burning across the country in a tide of bloody violence it
overwhelms an unprepared police force and government bite victims re animate as
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plague carriers creatures lost to conscious thought consumed by rage and an
urge to feed on the non infected no one is safe in the apocalypse and only
those who are willing to fight will survive harry forms an alliance with
several other survivors but will it be enough for them to hold out until the
army regroups to fight back
Whispers of War (Plague of Red Book 1) 2019-01-14 how britain has been bloodied
but remained unbowed through a whole range of natural and man made disasters
A History of Disease in Ancient Times 2016-06-25 hope is battered but not lost
after jumping the species divide from bat to human lysan plague has torn across
mainland australia in an orgy of bloody violence decimating the population and
smashing an unprepared army onto the back foot off the coast of victoria a
mission to capture queenscliff fort and regain a military foothold on the
mainland is about to launch mark is a soldier in the first landing party erin
awaits evacuation from king island to tasmania however her safety is far from
assured while storm winds drive a plague riddled ship in their direction a
sadistic guard begins to target women within the camp the time for retreat is
over neither mark or erin will back down from the coming fight but when faced
with monsters both human and undead will determination be enough for them to
survive
Plague War 2018-06-07 admiral beijing york and his cyborg soldiers have been
busy rescuing refugees since humanity registered as sentient their latest
mission takes them deep into hostile territory to surlat home of the plague
that nearly wiped out all life in the galaxy their mission of mercy quickly
turns into one of survival for a dark secret will be revealed igniting a war
can bei save his wife and syn en family or will they become the first
casualties
A Disastrous History of Britain 2005 this is a lively popular history that
introduces a new hypothesis about the impetus behind the cultural change in
renaissance italy plague and pleasure uses the life and times of pope pius ii
as the framework for presenting a view of the renaissance that the public can
understand and appreciate and which may at least narrow the gap between the
past known to scholars and that known to the public they ultimately serve
Plague War 2 2018-08-24 only a hero who has fallen knows the strength required
to rise again his love dead his people dying a massive army marching on the
land he once called home drayvus varden banished elven knight turned infamous
rogue is a beaten man as he drinks himself to death in the overcrowded refugee
camp at gate town he meets former partner degan trailsop the half grumach
warrior and the sword wielding sister of a former lover lewahna bladelock
together they travel north through an oncoming army through the deadly lands of
the plainsmen facing old enemies and making new unsteady alliances all with one
goal the death of fayer the gray leader of the northern army the plague seed
has been planted now fayer begins to reap what he has sewn bringing with him
the plague war
Plague World 2015-01-09 like dr frankenstein s invented creature the larger
than life flesh and blood characters of london bridge in plague and fireare
made from pieces of the dead past that are forged in the consciousness of an
historian himself a creation of history and of david madden s literary magic
struck by the lightning bolt of the co joined imaginations of madden and his
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reader the fabricated beings rise up and walk on london bridge and they have
the audacity to speak for themselves in completely convincing and haunting
voices allen wier author of tehano for more than two thousand years old london
bridge evolved through many fragile wooden forms until it became the first
bridge built of stone since the roman invaders with over two hundred houses and
shops built directly upon the bridge it was a wonder of the world until it was
dismantled in 1832 in this stunningly original novel old london bridge is as
much a living breathing character as its architect the priest peter de
colechurch who began work on it in 1176 partly to honor archbishop thomas à
becket murdered in canterbury cathedral in 1665 the year of the great plague
peter s history is unknown but daryl braintree a young poet living on the
bridge resurrects him through inspired flights of imagination as daryl
chronicles the history of the bridge and composes poems about it he reads his
work to his witty mistress who prefers making love among other key characters
is lucien redd who as a boy was sexually brutalized by both puritans and
cavaliers during the english civil war before being kidnapped off london bridge
onto a merchant ship thus traumatized he aspires to become lucifer s most evil
disciple twenty years later young morgan wood is forced into seafaring service
to pay off his father s debts and compelled by obsessive nostalgia for his
early life on the bridge he keeps a journal joining morgan aboard ship lucien
befriends him to devastating effect the shops and houses on the bridge survive
both the great plague and great fire believed to be god s wrath upon sinful
london fearing that god may next destroy the bridge and its eight hundred
denizens seven of its merchant leaders revert to a pagan appeasement ritual by
selecting one of their virgin daughters for sacrifice to enact their plan they
hire lucien who has returned to the bridge to burn it out of pure meanness but
as lucien discovers the chosen victim may be more lucifer s favorite than he is
like his creation daryl braintree david madden employs diverse innovative ways
to tell this complex often shocking but also lyrical story the author of ten
novels including the suicide s wife bijou and most recently abducted by
circumstance and sharpshooter madden has with london bridge in plague and fire
given us the most ambitious and imaginative work of his distinguished career
Plague and Pleasure 2014-12 from furness to liverpool and from the wyre estuary
to manchester and warrington civil war actions battles sieges and skirmishes
took place in virtually every corner of lancashire presenting the history of
the lancashire civil wars this work explains the events which our ancestors
witnessed in the cause either of king or parliament
Plague War 2014-05-12 the ultimate battle for humanity and freedom begins and
ends right here on one side the ravenous unending and undead hordes of the
infected insanely fast blue zombies who can think heal and even reproduce on
the other the vicious hyper violent and desperate remains of the u s government
obsessed with destruction of the real america only bruce and his brave clan of
battle hardened warriors will stand and fight for the future but there is hope
bruce and his clan have gathered an awesome array of weaponry on the ground and
in the air they commandeered most of the country s satellite assets and they
have a bold plan for wiping out the traitorous presidential forces what s more
they have an advantage that the corrupt potus doesn t even suspect a man on the
inside who s willing to risk everything to save the lives of the troops nothing
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less than the future of the human race is at stake and bruce is ready for the
fight it s high tech military action and zombie madness in a wide ranging post
apocalyptic vision that will thrill and inspire you and for many of your
favorite characters it comes to a head and ends right here the ultimate war at
the end of the world is finally here don t miss the other volumes of the blue
plague series available now
Preventive Medicine in World War II: Communicable diseases-arthropodborne
diseases other than malaria 1964 in this volume 12 scholars from various
disciplines have produced a comprehensive account of the pandemic s origins
spread and mortality as well as its economic social political and religious
effects
London Bridge in Plague and Fire 2012-09-30 it s definitely heating up the race
to take as much territory from the blues as possible is underway in the only
way the relentless clan does it judiciously and without apology join in the
thrilling trip to mexico in this latest installment of blue plague the war
years grab your tequila and lime bruce and the kids are heading south
"A General Plague of Madness" 2009 praise for the previous edition the entries
provide vivid historical detail no other work approaches this topic in such a
brief encyclopedic manner a useful addition to any academic reference
collection choice a useful resource for high school and public libraries
booklist does an excellent job a conscious effort to put a human perspective on
pestilence given the climate of the times and the concerns about bioterrorism
this title would be useful for a variety of subject areas recommended the book
report tracing the history of infectious diseases from the philistine plague of
11th century bce to the covid 19 pandemic encyclopedia of plague and pestilence
fourth edition is a comprehensive a to z reference offering international
coverage of this timely and fascinating subject this updated volume provides
concise descriptions of more than 740 epidemics listed alphabetically by
location of the outbreak each detailed entry includes when and where a
particular epidemic began how and why it happened who it affected how it spread
and ran its course and its outcome and significance full color and black and
white photographs maps appendixes a bibliography and a chronology are also
included new and updated coverage includes cholera cocoliztli covid 19 ebola
h1n1 hepatitis a hiv aids legionnaires disease malaria mers rift valley fever
typhoid yellow fever zika
Blue Plague 2018-07-17 in the 1300s a third of the population of europe died of
plague carried by rat borne fleas shocking the medieval world to its
foundations very rarely award winning author charles l mee jr writes in this
short form book does a single event change history by itself yet an event of
the magnitude of the black death could not fail to have had an enormous impact
here in this short form book is the counterintuitive story of the plague and
how despite the horrible suffering it created it actually opened people s minds
to the possibilities of science and human creativity
Plague and the End of Antiquity 2007 for centuries recurrent plague outbreaks
took a grim toll on populations across europe and asia while medical
interventions and treatments did not change significantly from the fourteenth
century to the eighteenth century understandings of where and how plague
originated did through an innovative reading of medical advice literature
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produced in england and france patterns of plague explores these changing
perceptions across four centuries when plague appeared in the mediterranean
region in 1348 physicians believed the epidemic s timing and spread could be
explained logically and the disease could be successfully treated this
confidence resulted in the widespread and long term circulation of plague
tracts which described the causes and signs of the disease offered advice for
preventing infection and recommended therapies in a largely consistent style
what where and especially who was blamed for plague outbreaks changed
considerably however as political religious economic intellectual medical and
even publication circumstances evolved patterns of plague sheds light on what
was consistent about plague thinking and what was idiosyncratic to particular
places and times revealing the many factors that influence how people
understand and respond to epidemic disease
Blue Plague 2023-03-28 this book focuses on the connection between vigilance
and the plague in france throughout the 17th and 18th centuries for more than
three centuries between the middle of the 14th century up until circa 1670 the
prevalence of the plague in france was said to be endemic before it then
vanished from french territory the great plague of marseille 1720 1722 which
also impacted the rest of provence the county of venaissin and languedoc proved
to be an exception during that period the fight against the plague was deemed a
top priority along the french coast and health institutions called bureaux de
la santé were developed contributions to this book primarily focus on health
vigilance from the standpoint of how to prevent an epidemic and how to respond
to a declared epidemic among the salient themes addressed are communications
between health and different state actors prevailing religious and political
norms and the popular participation in the fight against the plague the use of
the concept of vigilance enables the mobilisation of often rather distant
branches of history namely institutional social religious history the history
of communication and the history of public health
Encyclopedia of Plague and Pestilence, Fourth Edition 2021-11-01 a fascinating
account of the phenomenon known as the black death this volume offers a wealth
of documentary material focused on the initial outbreak of the plague that
ravaged the world in the 14th century a comprehensive introduction that
provides important background on the origins and spread of the plague is
followed by nearly 50 documents organized into topical sections that focus on
the origin and spread of the illness the responses of medical practitioners the
societal and economic impact religious responses the flagellant movement and
attacks on jews provoked by the plague and the artistic response each chapter
has an introduction that summarizes the issues explored in the documents
headnotes to the documents provide additional background material the book
contains documents from many countries including muslim and byzantine sources
to give students a variety of perspectives on this devastating illness and its
consequences the volume also includes illustrations a chronology of the black
death and questions to consider
The Black Death 2018-01-10
Patterns of Plague 2022-06-15
Vigilance and the Plague 2024-04-22
The Black Death 2005-03-02
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